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1) What is PHP?
Answer: PHP stands for Hypertext Preprocessor. It is an open
source server-side scripting language which is widely used for
web development.

2) What is PEAR in PHP?
Answer: PEAR is a framework and repository for reusable PHP
components. PEAR stands for PHP Extension and Application
Repository. It contains all types of PHP code snippets and
libraries.

3) What is the name of the scripting engine in PHP?
Answer: The scripting engine that powers PHP is called Zend
Engine 2.

4) Explain the difference between PHP4 and PHP5.
Answer: PHP4 doesn't support oops concept and uses Zend
Engine 1.
PHP5 supports the oops concept and uses Zend Engine 2.

5) What are the popular frameworks in PHP?
Answer: CakePHP
CodeIgniter
Yii 2
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Symfony
Zend Framework etc.

6) Which programming language does PHP resemble?
Answer: PHP has borrowed its syntax from Perl and C.
What are the popular Content Management Systems (CMS) in
PHP?
WordPress
Joomla
Drupal
Magento

7) What is the difference between "echo" and "print" in PHP?
Answer: Echo can output one or more string but print can only
output one string and always returns 1.
Echo is faster than print because it does not return any value.

8) What is the array in PHP?
Answer: An array is used to store multiple values in a single
value. In PHP, it orders maps of pairs of keys and values. It saves
the collection of the data type.

9) How to get the length of the string?
Answer: The strlen() function is used to get the length of the
string.

10) What is the meaning of a Persistent Cookie?



Answer: A persistent cookie is permanently stored in a cookie
file on the browser's computer. By default, cookies are temporary
and are erased if we close the browser.
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